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INTRODUCTION

During competition in hot environments, endurance athletes

often exercise at intensities that stress their cardiovascular

system. HRV is the oscillation around a mean value, between

consecutive R-waves and can be quantified by different

analysing techniques including Time domain analysis,

frequency domain analysis, Poincaré plot analysis, sample

entropy (SampEn) and detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA).

STUDY AIM

The aim of this study was to quantify the effect of increased

core temperature (while exercising in a hot and humid

environment) on autonomic cardiac control and to determine if

HRV indicators may be indicative of a rise in core temperature.

METHODS

The study was conducted in a climatic chamber where healthy

male volunteers (n=14, 22.7 years± 2.6) exercised in a hot and

humid environment for 120 minutes while core temperatures

increased from normal, 37°C, to ~39°C. RR interval data was

sampled for 120 minutes and compared with recorded baseline

values (sampled during exercise in the same environment at

normal core temperature: 37°C). Each participant acted as his

own control.

A Wilcoxon matched paired signed-rank test was used to

compare within each stage (every 15 minutes of exercise) the

HRV indicator values with the baseline values. Random effects

generalised leased square regression analysis (REGLS) were

applied to assess the relationships between core temperature

and HRV indicators.

RESULTS

• Increases in core temperature were accompanied with a rise

in HR (84 bpm to 124 bpm, p=0.0034) due to vagal withdrawal

(Figure 1) and an overall decrease in all HRV indicator values

(Table 1).

• Indicators of autonomic balance showed non-significant

changes (Table 1).

• Indicators of complexity and self-similarity gave non-

significant heterogeneous results (SampEn and DFA) (Table

1).

• The exploratory regression analyses showed that MNRR

(R²=0.463), MNHR (R²=0.59) and DFAα1 (R²=0.350) showed

the most promise with regards to HRV indicators that could

act as predictive indicators of elevated core temperature.

CONCLUSIONS

• Results from this study indicated that, in young and healthy

athletes, the ANS is able to maintain the autonomic balance

in cardiac control during increases in core temperature while

exercising, even though the variability is significantly

depressed.

• The increases in HR were mainly due to decreases in vagal

decreases. However, this was met by similar decreases in

the sympathetic cardiac control as shown by the absence of

statistically significant changes in the autonomic balance

indicators.

• No increases in sympathetic cardiac control was measured

in this study, which would have indicated increased risk for

myocardial infarction and sudden death. Due to increased

risk to the participating athletes, the study did not investigate

HRV response to core temperatures above 39°C.

Table 1: Risk factors identified with multivariable analyses

HRV Indicator

Mean baseline

value at

core temp=

37°C

Mean value at

core temp=

37-39°C

Average % 

change 

Average p-

value 

(Wilcoxon)

MNRR (ms) 663.64 502.86 -24.23 0.0034*

STDRR (ms) 26.45 18.46 -30.21 0.031*

MNHR bpm 84.98 124.27 46.23 0.0034*

RMSSD (ms) 22.83 11.07 -51.51 0.030*

pNN50 (%) 4.63 1.12 -75.81 0.020*

LFMS (ms2) 437.86 141.50 -67.68 0.011*

LFNU (n.u). 74.06 71.07 -4.04 0.50

HFMS (ms2) 197.29 45.89 -76.74 0.0080*

HFNU (n.u.) 26.01 28.93 11.23 0.52

LF/HF 4.01 3.09 -22.94 0.39

SD1 (ms) 16.34 8.09 -50.49 0.036*

SD2 (ms) 64.03 22.44 -64.95 0.010*

SAMPEN 1.04 1.43 37.50 0.11

DFAα1 1.33 1.04 -21.80 0.19

DFAα2 1.05 1.07 1.90 0.57

* Significant difference between HRV indicator value measured during exercise at 

normal core temperature and at increased core temperature 
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